Gene expression levels exhibit stochastic variations among genetically identical organisms under the same environmental conditions (called gene expression "noise" or phenotype "fluctuation"). In yeast and Escherichia coli, positive correlations have been found between such gene expression noise and "plasticity" with environmental variations. To determine the universality of such correlations in both unicellular and multicellular organisms, we focused on the relationships between gene expression "noise" and "plasticity" in Arabidopsis thaliana, a multicellular model organism. In recent studies on yeast and E. coli, only some gene groups with specific properties of promoter architecture, average expression levels, and functions exhibited strong noise-plasticity correlations. However, we found strong noise-plasticity correlations for most gene groups in Arabidopsis; additionally, promoter architecture, functional essentiality of genes, and circadian rhythm appeared to have only a weak influence on the correlation strength. The differences in the characteristics of noise-plasticity 3 correlations may result from three-dimensional chromosomal structures and/or circadian rhythm.
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Introduction
In many organisms, stochastic variations in gene expression have been observed among individuals in a genetically identical population under constant environmental conditions (Elowitz et al., 2002; Furusawa et al., 2005; Golding et al., 2005; Kaern et al., 2005; Newman et al., 2006; Chang et al., 2008; Konishi et al., 2008; Taniguchi et al., 2010; So et al., 2011; Silander et al., 2012; Woods, 2014) . These variations, called "noise," differ among genes with some genes being more prone to displaying this type of behavior. Recent investigations in Escherichia coli and the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae reported that the magnitude of expression noise shown by a gene can exhibit a positive correlation with "plasticity", the variation in its expression levels due to mutation or environmental change (Sato et al., 2003; Blake et al., 2003; Landry et al., 2007; Kim, 2008, 2009; Tirosh and Barkai, 2008; Lehner, 2010; Lehner and Kaneko, 2011; Bajic and Poyatos, 2012; Singh, 2013) . Such noise-plasticity correlations in gene expression levels reflect both a strategy and a mechanism for regulation of several gene groups. For example, in E. coli and yeast, some gene groups with specific properties of promoter architecture, average expression levels, and functions exhibit stronger noise-plasticity correlations (Tirosh and Barkai, 2008; Lehner, 2010; Bajic and Poyatos, 2012; Singh, 2013) . Thus, the consideration of such noise-plasticity correlations in genes may provide insights into the survival strategies of various organisms.
The studies mentioned above in budding yeast and E. coli identified several aspects of gene expression noise-plasticity correlations that occur in unicellular organisms. In multicellular organisms, gene expression patterns in each cell are modified by intercellular interactions that are mediated through several signaling molecules. Recently, gene expression noise was shown to play important roles in sustaining pluripotency of embryonic stem cells, in cell fate decisions, and in cell differentiation in multicellular organisms (Mitsui et al., 2003; Kaneko, 2006; Kalmar et al., 2009; Ochiai et al., 2014) . However, it remains to be elucidated whether gene expression noise and plasticity at an individual level in multicellular organisms depend on similar characteristics to those in unicellular organisms. In this study, as a first step to the elucidation of the gene expression noise-plasticity relationships in multicellular organisms, we analyzed transcriptome data from the multicellular plant model, Arabidopsis thaliana, and compared the results to those of typical unicellular organisms, i.e., budding yeast and E. coli.
The physiological properties of Arabidopsis have been extensively investigated at both the whole plant level and the tissue level for different developmental stages and under various environmental conditions. To date, the genome sequence (The Arabidopsis Genome Initiative, 2000), the epigenomic status (Cokus et al., 2008; Chodavarapu et al., 2010; Roudier et al., 2011; Pascuzzi et al., 2014; Sequeira-Mendes et al., 2014) , three-dimensional chromosome structures in the nucleus based on FISH and Hi-C analyses (Pecinka et al., 2004; Schubert et al., 2012 Schubert et al., , 2014 Feng et al., 2014; Grob et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2015) , and extensive transcriptome data from DNA microarrays have been obtained from Arabidopsis and are available from public databases such as Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) and Array Express. The exhaustive analysis of these transcriptome data sets has provided insights into 6 intermolecular relationships in stress responses (Maruyama-Nakashita et al., 2005; Kilian et al., 2007) , the responses to hormone treatment (Nemhauser et al., 2006; Goda et al., 2008) , and amino acid metabolism (Less and Galili, 2008; Wittenberg et al., 2012) in Arabidopsis.
Recently, the phenotypic plasticity of plants, from short-term plasticity such as changes in leaf angle, stomatal aperture, and photosynthetic rate to long-term plasticity such as developmental and cross-generational plasticity against short and long-term environmental variations, has been extensively investigated (Sultan, 2000; Valladares et al., 2007; Matesanz et al., 2010) . Phenotypic variance has often been observed in plants with the same genome sets and grown under the same environmental conditions. Analyses of the gene expression noise that may be the origin of this phenotypic variation have been undertaken in rice and Arabidopsis (Nagano et al., 2012; Shen et al., 2012) . In rice, these analyses indicated a significant relationship between gene expression noise and the functions of the genes (Nagano et al., 2012) . In this paper, transcriptome data sets from Arabidopsis were used to search for correlations between gene expression noise and short-term plasticity in several tissues, plants of different 7 ages, and under different environmental conditions. Through the analysis of these transcriptome data sets, robust and significant noise-plasticity correlations were identified that were weakly influenced by the properties of the architecture of the promoter sequences, expression levels, and functional groups. These influences differed from those reported in budding yeast and E. coli.
Results

Gene expression level variations in different experimental data sets
The gene expression data sets from Arabidopsis were obtained from different tissues from plants of different ages and under variable growth conditions. Expression data for Arabidopsis genes were obtained from the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/). In this study, we analyzed well-documented experimental data sets from microarray analyses of 22,746 genes of Arabidopsis from the AtGenExpress project (http://www.weigelworld.org/resources/microarray/AtGenExpress). In particular, we analyzed data sets involving control (non-treated wild type Arabidopsis, Columbia 8 (Col-0)) data sets, and data sets from treated plants in which the number of time points multiplied by the number of replicates (data samples) of each data set was greater than 8. The names of the data sets, experiments, tissues used, ages (day-old), GEO accession numbers, and numbers of data of expression data sets are given in Table 1 . Table 1 . Names of data sets, names of experiments, tissues, ages, GEO accession numbers, and the number of replicates and time points of analyzed data sets.
The average expression level and average expression noise of each of 22,746
genes from non-treated (control or mock) conditions were obtained using different values in the different data sets (Supplementary Figure S1) . Thus in the following arguments, the noise-plasticity relationships are estimated respectively for each data set.
Noise-plasticity correlations for Arabidopsis gene expression in experimental data sets
The noise-plasticity relationships of the 22,746 genes for each data set are plotted in Figure 1 . Here, the noise (N) and plasticity (P) of genes for each data set (SS, SR, PS, ER, PH, and SU in Table 1 ), are named as N SS , N SU , … P SS , … , and P SU . The analysis identified significant correlations for all experimental data sets (p-values less than 10 -４ ). Thus, the noise-plasticity correlations for gene expression were robust and independent of the tissue, ages, growth conditions (see references in Table 1 ), or treatment.
Figure 1: Noise-plasticity scatter plots for 22,746 Arabidopsis genes from the SS, SR, PS, ER, PH, and SU data sets (Table 1) . Here, the noise (N) and plasticity (P) of genes for each data set are named as N SS , N SU , … P SS , … , and P SU . For all correlation coefficients ( ), a p-value of less than 10 -4 was obtained.
Promoter architecture dependency of noise-plasticity correlations
The noise-plasticity correlations of gene groups with and without TATA promoters were estimated for each experimental data set (Table 2 ) from the noise-plasticity scatter plots ( Figure 2 and Supplementary Figure S2 ). The analysis 11 indicated that significant noise-plasticity correlations were present in both gene groups although the correlation coefficient for the gene group with a TATA box was a little stronger. Table 2 : Noise-plasticity correlations for gene groups with and without TATA promoters from several data sets (Table 1) . For all correlation coefficients, a p-value of less than 10 -4 was obtained.
Figure 2: Noise-plasticity scatter plots for the SS data set (Table 1) showing gene groups with and without TATA promoters.
Dependency of mean expression level on noise-plasticity correlation
The noise-plasticity correlations of five gene groups, classified according to average gene expression level under non-treated conditions (Higher, top 20% genes;
High, top 20~40% genes; Middle, top 40~60% genes; Low, top 60~80% genes; and Lower, lowest 20% genes), were estimated for each experimental data set (Table 3(a)) from the noise-plasticity scatter plots ( Figure 3 and Supplementary Figure S3 ). The analysis indicated that significant noise-plasticity correlations were present in most of the five gene groups. Moreover, the correlations became slightly weaker with the increase in mean expression levels for the gene group (Table 3( a) ). This effect was greater in the gene group without TATA promoters than that with TATA promoters (Table 3 (b)(c)).
Notably, average noise levels also correlated negatively with expression levels for each experimental data set (Table 3( d) ). This result indicates that gene groups with higher average noise levels exhibited higher noise-plasticity correlations. (Table 1) for the five gene groups classified by average gene expression level.
Dependency of gene function on noise-plasticity correlations
The noise-plasticity correlations of gene groups classified as "Essential" genes (Meinke et al., 2008) were estimated for each experimental data set (Table 4 (a)).
Strong noise-plasticity correlations were obtained from most of the data sets except the PH data set. Next, the 22,746 genes were classified into the Gene Ontology (GO) Slim terms from TAIR; the noise-plasticity correlations were then estimated for each group.
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Significant noise-plasticity correlations were found regardless of the nature of the gene group, and high correlation coefficients were always obtained for groups containing more than 1000 genes (Table 4(b) and Supplementary Table S1 ). However, low correlation coefficients were obtained in some small gene groups, e.g., the PH data set classified as "generation of precursor metabolites and energy." 
Relationship between circadian rhythms and noise-plasticity correlations
The 22,746 genes were assigned to five gene groups on the basis of the correlation between their expression level and circadian rhythms (Higher, top 20%
genes; High, top 20~40% genes; Middle, top 40~60% genes; Low, top 60~80% genes;
and Lower, lowest 20% genes). Correlation coefficients were then estimated for each experimental data set (Table 6 ) from the noise-plasticity scatter plots (Figure 4 and Supplementary Figure S4 ). This analysis indicated that significant noise-plasticity correlations were present in all gene groups. However, the gene groups with a stronger correlation between gene expression level and circadian rhythm tended to show weaker noise-plasticity correlation than other groups. Table 6 : Noise-plasticity correlations among five gene groups classified by the correlations between their expression levels and circadian rhythm for several data sets (Table 1) . For all correlation coefficients, p-values of less than 10 -4 were obtained. (Table 1) .
Discussion
Recent studies in budding yeast identified several gene groups that exhibit strong noise-plasticity correlations and others that do not show such correlations. For example, gene groups in which each gene has a promoter with a TATA box show strong noise-plasticity correlation for expression levels; by contrast, those without a TATA 19 box do not show this correlation (Lehner, 2010) . In the present study on Arabidopsis, the noise-plasticity correlations of groups containing genes with TATA promoters were similarly larger than those without TATA promoters. However, the difference in the strength of the noise-plasticity correlations in Arabidopsis was much smaller than found in budding yeast (Table 7) .
In E. coli, only gene groups with higher mean expression levels exhibit significant correlations between expression noise and plasticity (Singh, 2013) . In contrast, in Arabidopsis, strong noise-plasticity correlations were obtained for most gene groups, and gene groups with low mean expression levels exhibited particularly strong correlations (Table 3 (a), Table 7 ). Moreover, the negative correlations between the noise-plasticity correlation coefficients and mean expression levels were greater for the gene group without TATA promoters in Arabidopsis (Table 3 (b)(c)). On the other hand, little correlation between the noise-plasticity correlation coefficients and mean expression levels has been reported for both gene groups with and without TATA promoters in budding yeast (Lehner, 2010) (Table 7) . Thus, the influence of mean expression level on noise-plasticity relationships might differ greatly from that in 20 unicellular organisms.
Furthermore, in budding yeast and E. coli, gene groups with essential functions in cell growth and those with dosage-sensitive functions do not show strong noise-plasticity correlations (Lehner, 2010; Singh, 2013) . Indeed, the noise-plasticity correlations for essential gene groups were weaker than those for all genes in
Arabidopsis. However, in Arabidopsis, stronger noise-plasticity correlations were found for essential gene groups compared to budding yeast and E. coli (Table 4, Table   7 ), and were also found for most gene groups classified by GO Slim terms (Table 7, and Supplementary Tables S1). Moreover, strong noise-plasticity correlations were obtained for several gene groups exhibiting sensitivity to plant hormones (both growth hormones and stress hormones). Thus, strong noise-plasticity correlations are expected in most gene groups independent of their functional roles in Arabidopsis. However, the strength of the correlation between gene expression level and circadian rhythm did influence noise-plasticity relationships in Arabidopsis. Gene groups with a high correlation with the circadian rhythm exhibited lower noise-plasticity correlations than other gene groups. Thus, while the functional roles of the genes did not influence noise-plasticity relationships, the correlation with circadian rhythm did appear to be essential to this relationship in Arabidopsis.
There were some exceptions to general robustness of noise-plasticity correlations.
For example, noise-plasticity correlations for infection with Phytophthora infestans
(from PH data sets) tended to be weaker compared to those for the other treatment groups ( Table 2, Table 3 ). In the PH data set, gene groups that had high mean expression levels and that were classified in the GO term "generation of precursor metabolites and energy" exhibited comparatively weak noise-plasticity correlations for the pathogen ( Figure 5 ). This finding indicates that the strength of the noise-plasticity correlations depends on the properties of the treatment. This group exhibited weak noise-plasticity correlations for Phytophthora infestans.
(PH , Table 1 )
The results described in the present report suggest that the characteristics of noise-plasticity correlations in Arabidopsis differ from those in budding yeast and E.
coli. In Arabidopsis, noise-plasticity correlations are essentially robust at different ages and in different tissues, and are only weakly influenced by promoter architecture, mean expression level, and circadian rhythm. (Pecinka et al., 2004; Duan et al., 2010; Schubert et al., 2012 Schubert et al., , 2014 Feng et al., 2014; Grob et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2015) .
Thus, we conjecture that gene regulation in Arabidopsis is more influenced by circadian rhythm-mediated global temporal regulation and by global structural complexities and transitions in chromosomes than by the local characteristics of the loci as in yeast and E. coli. This argument also suggests that noise-plasticity relationships differ between unicellular and multicellular organisms. This prediction needs to be further tested using gene expression data from a wider range of organisms.
Materials and Methods
Data sources for gene classification
Data on promoter architectures, i.e., whether or not they include TATA boxes,
were obtained from The Arabidopsis Gene Regulatory Information Server (AGRIS:
http://arabidopsis.med.ohio-state.edu). Here, two types of classification for promoter architecture are provided, namely, Motif Search and PlantProm. In order to classify each gene, the complete Gene Ontology (GO) biological classification list and GO Slim classification list were obtained from TAIR (http://www.arabidopsis.org). Data on "Essential" genes were obtained from SeedGenes Project (Meinke et al., 2008, http://www.seedgenes.org/GeneList).
Definitions and estimations of gene expression noise and plasticity
The growth conditions and ages differed among the experimental data sets. Thus, for each data set, the noise-plasticity relationship was measured individually.
Recent gene expression analyses indicated that from E. coli to mammalian cells, the fluctuations in expression level for each gene tend to follow a log-normal distribution (Sato et al., 2003; Furusawa et al., 2005; Chang et al., 2008; Konishi et al., 2008) . In this case, the log of the gene expression level is generally considered suitable for various statistical analyses since its distribution function is essentially Gaussian.
Thus, expression noise and plasticity for each gene are defined and estimated using the deviations among log 2 [microarray signal intensity] as described in an earlier study (Sato et al., 2003) . These estimations reveal that the values for noise and plasticity have no dimensions and are not influenced by gene specific characteristic scales such as average expression levels.
The expression noise for each gene is defined as the stochastic variation among samples of log 2 intensities under non-treated conditions (control data, "Mock" condition data, etc.). For two or more sets of data for microarray signal intensities obtained under the same conditions at the same time point t, ! ( ) (i = 1, 2, or 3
indicates sample index), the expression noise for each gene is estimated by the time average of standard deviations among the sample data, ! , as
! ! where ! indicates the average over t (Fig. 6(a) ). In The noise (N) and plasticity (P) of genes for each data set are named as N ds and P ds , such as N SS , N SU , … P SS and P SU . Note that the data sets SS and SR involve the data of 8 stress treatments (cold, osmotic shock, salt, drought, genomic, UV, wound and heat stresses). Thus, P SS and P SR are estimated as the average of P among these treatments.
Selection of hormone-response genes
A microarray analysis data set on plant hormone responses is available in AtGenExpress and was used here to identify plant hormone-related gene groups. The same 22,746 genes as in Table 1 were used here; two samples of three time points data were obtained for control and each hormone applied (IAA, zeatin, GA, ACC, BL, ABA and mJA) (Goda et al., 2008) .
The hormone response (R) for each gene is defined by the absolute variation between sample averages of log 2 intensities under hormone-treated and non-treated 
Definitions of correlation between gene expression levels and circadian rhythm
For each data set, the correlation between each gene expression level and circadian rhythm was defined as the maximum value among the absolute values of
Pearson correlation coefficients between the expression levels of the gene and one of the clock-associated genes in the control conditions. Here, CCA1, LHY1, PRR9, PRR7, PRR5, TOC1, LUX, ELF4, and ELF3 were chosen as clock-associated genes since they are known to constitute the core regulatory network of the circadian rhythm in Arabidopsis (Nakamichi, 2011) .
Correlation estimations
The correlations among several values were estimated using Spearman correlation coefficients. The statistical analyses were performed using R (http://www.r-project.org).
